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President’s Message
Cody Witham, Dick’s Sporting Goods Park
President CSTMA Chapter     

As the summer winds down 
and fall arrives I hope this 

message finds you well.  If a busy 
fall sports schedule is part of your 
workload, make the most of the 
challenges Colorado throws your 
way.  The theme of this issue’s 
message is to thank all those mem-
bers who have participated and/or 
contributed to the 2016 CSTMA 
campaign.

The events and activities of our as-
sociation are a collaborative effort 
between the Board of Directors 
and our entire membership.  Our 
commercial members and ven-
dor sponsors, although smaller in 
number, have an enormous im-
pact on the quality of what we do.  
Without their support and contri-
butions, we simply couldn’t offer 
much.  So please let this serve as a 
reminder to thank these folks for 
their continued involvement.  I’d 
assume that keeping your business 
local has an absolute trickle-down 
effect in regards to what CSTMA 
has to offer.  

I sure hope you had the opportu-
nity to take advantage of one our 
three events this year.  The Spring 
Seminar at Sports Authority Field 
was a huge hit.  As a board, this lo-
cation had been on the top of our 
wish list the past couple of years.  
Many thanks to Turf Manager 
Chris Hathaway and his staff for 
the generous hospitality.  We wel-
comed over 100 members to this 
event who enjoyed a facility tour, 
presentations, great food, and lots 
of catching up.  If you were there, 
thanks for taking part!

As usual, the Networking Night 
at Infinity Park was the perfect 
low key Saturday afternoon event 
we’ve come to expect.  A nice 
presentation from Ross Kurcab 
followed by a lot of great conver-
sation and comradery.  City of 
Glendale turf boss Noel Harryman 
rolls out the red carpet for us each 
year.  Thank you Ross, Noel, and 
all who participated.

The planning for the LMO begins 
early each year and it takes the 

efforts of many individuals.  This 
marquee event was a huge suc-
cess this year.  The Ridge at Castle 
Pines served as a great location.  
Feedback from participants was 
very positive, so thank you to 
everyone who played a role in the 
event.  Even if you were there just 
to play and unwind.

Our fourth event, the Summer/
Fall Seminar scheduled for August 
17th, unfortunately had to be can-
celled.  Due to poor registrations 
numbers, this event in Broom-
field could not take place.  So as 
a Board, we thank those who did 
plan to attend, and apologize for 
the inconvenience.

Again, thanks for taking part in 
the 2016 CSTMA season.  If you’d 
like to play a larger role please 
consider serving on our Board.  
We’ll be accepting nominations 
later this fall.  It is a two year 
volunteer commitment, and as I 
said in the last issue……..you’ll get 
more that you give.
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Test your knowledge and challenge yourself with these practice exam questions. Visit STMA.org for further 
information about the CSFM certification.  

1. The texture of a soil can be deter-
mined quantitatively in the labora-
tory by means of:

a. Chemical analysis
b. Mechanical analysis
c. Salt concentration
d. Electrical conductivity

2. In order to maximize the effective-
ness of an insecticide for the control 
of sod webworms or cutworms, the 
preferred tome of the day for insec-
ticide applications is:

a. Late afternoon of evening
b. Early morning
c. Mid-day
d. Sunrise

3. The tool to establish and define 
financial goals in a maintenance 
program is the:

a. Strategic plan
b. Budget
c. Schedule
d. Calendar

4. Your field has been selected for the 
championship soccer game, but 
hthe goalie boxes are completely 
worn out and uneven. What is the 
best strategy to have the field ready 
of play in two weeks?

a. Deep tine aeration and heavy 
 top dressing
b. Reseed and water heavily
c. Use thick cut (2-inch) sod to 
 repair
d. Verticut to create quality 
 bluegrass runners

5. A 100 pound bag of fertilizer with 
an analysis of 18-5-9 would contain 
which of the following:

a. 5 pounds of actual 
 phosphorus
b. 5 pounds of available 
 phosphate
c. 9 pounds of potassium
d. 18 pounds of urea 

SEE ANSWERS ON PAGE 20.
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Have You Considered
Becoming a CSFM?

You should! Becoming a Cer-
tified Sports Field Manager 

(CSFM) establishes you as a profes-
sional who has attained a high level 
of expertise. Having CSFM attached 
to your name lends credibility to 
your opinions and recommenda-
tions, whether you are in a one-on-
one meeting with your boss, in a 
group of your management peers, or 
with outside consultants.

CSFMs also earn more. On average 
a head sports turf manager who is 
certified earns $6,867 more annu-
ally than a non-certified sports turf 
manager. Thinking about changing 
jobs? The addition of CSFM on your 
résumé provides a competitive edge 
when pursuing employment. 

In order to sit for the exam, you 
must have accumulated 40 points, 
which can be from a combination 
of education and work experience, 
or work experience only. For exam-
ple, if you have a four-year degree 
in turfgrass management and four 
years as a head sports turf manager, 
you have attained the points needed 
to test.

The exam can be taken at any time 
and at a location of your choice, as 
long as STMA has been notified and 
a qualifying proctor gives the exam. 

Some chapters organize a time and 
location to test. 

Many CSFMs report that in addition 
to employer and industry recogni-
tion, they take personal satisfaction 
in achieving the designation. Re-
cently Certified Sports Field Man-
ager Sun Roesslein saw pursuing 
certification as a way to achieve per-
sonal goals. “I wanted to challenge 
myself and my knowledge as a turf 
manager,” says Roesslein who man-
ages the North Area Athletic Com-
plex at Jeffco Public Schools. “Our 
membership is made up of so many 
professionals who are truly passion-
ate about being the best sports turf 
manager they possibly can be, and I 
share that drive,” she says.

Others see certification as a way to 
advance the industry. “Professionally 
I hold myself to higher standards. I 
know that with the CSFM designa-
tion after my name, I am represent-

ing all of the CSFMs of the asso-
ciation,” says Don Savard, CSFM, 
who is at the Salesianum School in 
Wilmington, Del.  He believes that 
having more certified members also 
brings more recognition for the pro-
fession.  “When you have a greater 
number of certified members the 
profession receives a higher level of 
respect,” he says.

Craig Potts, CSFM, Texas A&M 
sports turf manager had similar 
reasons for taking the exam. “I really 
wanted to promote the certifica-
tion program,” says Potts. “I knew I 
should take it, but I was a bit hesi-
tant until several well-respected CS-
FM’s encouraged me to do it.”  Potts 
also received financial benefit. “I 
obtained an increase in pay because 
my employer values certification.”

Noel Harryman, CSFM, Manager 
Turn Operations, City of Glendale 
says,  “I personally chose to test and 
become a CSFM because I think 
that it adds to our industry and will 
hopefully continue to build knowl-
edge and respect for the hard work 
that is put into maintaining a sport 
field on every level of play.  Becom-
ing a CSFM does not change how I 
do my job and most likely will not 
change yours but to me it raises the 
sense of pride in what we do.   
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Will your field be ready when 
 August rolls around?
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lawn mowerppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp
On July 12, 2016, the Colorado Sports Turf Managers Association (CSTMA) 
held our 22nd Annual Lawn Mower Open Golf Tournament at The Ridge at 
Castle Pines North. It was a wonderful day that brought over 100 golfers 
together to raise money for the CSTMA Scholarship Programs. We would 
like to thank and acknowledge our sponsors, volunteers, and attendees.

A very special thank you to this years vendor sponsors:
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LAWN MOWER OPEN 2016
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I studied soil organic matter (OM) 
accumulation for my Master’s re-

search project at Michigan State, and 
now I’m putting to use some tools 
based on what I learned to manage 
the sand-based athletic fields at Iowa 
State.   

OM accumulation in a sand-based 
rootzone can lead to some serious 
issues when it comes to playability 
and water movement within the 
rootzone. As soil organic matter 
accumulates within macropores 
of the soil, a stratified profile is 
produced (small pores over larger 
pores) and the upper portion of the 
surface holds much water. Little 
oxygen exists in these water-filled 
pores and plant roots are not able to 
survive. This can produce relative-
ly shallow root systems that create 
many problems. OM can increase 

nutrient and water-holding capaci-
ties, but pore stratification generally 
leads to shallow root systems that 
hinder playability. Unmanaged OM 
in sand-based rootzones will lead 
to a decrease in both drainage and 
playability. 

From spring 2004 through fall 2006 
I studied the OM accumulation 
in two rootzones with Kentucky 
bluegrass growing on them. The first 
rootzone was USGA specification 
sand; the second was a blend of 75% 
USGA sand and 25% native soil 
producing a rootzone with 90% sand 
and 10% silt+clay.

To determine where the OM would 
accumulate in the soil profile of the 
two different rootzones, we took soil 
samples from the depths of 0-1 in., 
1-2 in., and 2-4 in. in fall 2004, fall 

2005, fall 2006, and spring 2006. To 
measure the OM in the soil three 
procedures were used: Loss on 
Ignition, Walkley-Black Method, 
and Carbon/Nitrogen analyzer. Loss 
on Ignition and Walkley-Black are 
commonly used procedures in Soil 
Testing laboratories and the Car-
bon/Nitrogen analyzer was used to 
represent relatively new instrumen-
tation becoming more available. 
The different testing methods were 
used to compare the results by each 
procedure and see if one method 
made more sense for sand-based 
rootzones.

Figure 1 shows the relationship 
between soil depth and percent OM 
with an average of all three testing 
methods and both types of root-
zones. Please notice the organic 
matter contents are relatively low 

Organic Matter Accumulation
in Sand-Base Rootzones

Tim VanLoo
Iowa State University
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since these are newly blended mate-
rials. We consider the baseline OM 
content to be somewhere between 
0.2 and 0.3 percent as represented 
as the OM contents in the 2-4 in. 
depths. Values above that in the 0-1 
in. and 1-2 in. depths we believe 
indicate OM accumulation.

Organic matter was higher near the 
soil surface. This makes sense be-
cause most of the plant roots are in 
the top part of the soil profile along 
with any grass clippings or dead leaf 
tissue. This is important information 
when dealing with OM in the soil 
profile and trying to manage it. If 
OM management is your cultivation 
purpose, than deep tine or solid tine 
aerification may not be the tool of 
choice. Core aerification followed 
by core harvesting will mechanically 
remove OM from the soil.   

As I manage the sand based fields at 
Iowa State, I think about these re-
sults. Most of our cultural practices 
are geared toward managing the 
soil organic matter and consistency 
throughout the soil profile. We do 
this by aerating often in the top 3-4 
inches. We always harvest the cores 
and topdress after. We do this to 
ensure that OM does not build up 
near the soil surface. By harvesting 
the cores we can gather some of 
the OM that has formed in the top 
layers of the soil. Sand topdressing 
afterwards will fill some of the aer-
ation holes with new sand. Doing 
this often enough will maintain the 
initial rootzone properties. If you’re 
able to this for the life of the field it 
should not fail due to OM build up. 

Figure 1 also shows that over time 
OM is accumulating. Compare 
the fall test dates and you can see 
a small increase every year. The 
spring testing date does not follow 

that trend. It actually decreased 
from the previous fall. Without 
other testing dates of a similar time 
period it is hard to tell if this would 
be a consistent trend.
We can however come up with one 
piece of advice from that infor-
mation. If you are to test for OM 
accumulation from year to year do 
so by testing during the same time 
every year to help produce a consis-
tent data set.

The methods were consistent 
throughout the duration of the study 
when compared over time. Loss on 
Ignition consistently tested higher 
on all sample dates. That doesn’t 
necessarily mean it’s not as good as 
the others, it just means you should 
stick to one testing method every 
year. Make sure you ask how your 
OM was tested and maintain that 
testing method over time. 

I have had soil samples done at Iowa 
State and also when I was at North-
western University.  When each 
sample came back the first thing I 
looked at was OM percent. The very 
next thing I did was made a call to 
see how it was tested (neither had 
that information on the test). I have 
experienced Walkley Black and Loss 
on Ignition so far in my career. Un-
derstand that testing methods can 
give different results. Make sure you 
know what method your lab uses 
and make sure to stay consistent. 

Tim VanLoo is Manager of Athletic Turf and 
Grounds at Iowa State University. He can be 
reached at vanlooti@iastate.edu.
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Jason Aerni (970) 231-5632
Denton Kurtz (970) 230-0450
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4195 Oneida Street, Unit H
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simplotparners.com

Players may only see what’s on the surface but we know it’s 
long hours, dedication to excellence, and attention to detail 
that makes your turf stand out.  Simplot Partners works with 
you by providing the right mix of quality turf products and 
consulting services that keep your turf looking great and 
your players happy.  Contact your local Simplot Partners 
representative for more information.

A Grassroots Perspective.

13159 N. US Highway 85, Littleton, Colorado  80125      •       (303) 798-6764      •      www.gvt.net

Sports
2.0

HD VITALITY

HD Sports 2.0 is the new standard in high density 

performance sports turf sod.  Extremely wear and traffic 

tolerant, HD Sports recovers rapidly from cleated play. Call 

or click for more information.

sodgolfsports.gvt.net

Joe Wilkins III 
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Bruce Scott 
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bruce@gvt.net

Deep Tine Aeration

Topdressing

Soil Compaction Relief

Field Renovation/ 
Construction
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LeRoy Butler  303-598-6109
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Nutrients, Protectants, Seed and so much more... 

 

Call Ben Boehme today:  719-491-0591 
GES Sports Turf Specialist 

 

 

 

www.golfenviro.com 

Gary Schinderle 
Owner/Account Manager 

719-491-0590 

GOLF ENVIRO SYSTEMS, INC. 

Colorado Owned & Operated for 24 Years 

“Experienced Based Solutions” 

800-225-1311 

Does your sports turf  
stand out in the field?  If  not... 

Going Green and 
Scoring Points!

www.humalfa.com
Amy Graff  303-518-8999 amy@humalfa.com

AHEAD OF THE GAME

Call Toll Free: 1-800-387-5808
Int’l: +1-416-745-1811 •  FAX: 416-742-6837
E-mail: info@covermaster.com
www.covermaster.com
© 2013 Covermaster Inc.

Covers for football and soccer fields
are also readily available.

TARP MACHINE™ lets you roll
the cover on and off in minutes.

TARPMATE™ roller comes in 3
lengths with safety end caps.

COVERMASTER™
covermaster.com/rcad/

The COVERMASTER®

Advantage...
• Lighter weight, superior strength, easier to handle
• Shield Tek™ coating technology for greater durability
• Outstanding heat reflective properties
• Raincover graphics available
• Largest choice of weights and colors

COVERMASTER™RAINCOVERS
Avoid Costly Rainouts...

TARP MACHINE VIDEO!
TARPMACHINE™ makes light 

of handling your raincover.
WACH THE ACTION ON LINE AT:

covermaster.com/tarpmachine/
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Abby
McNeal , CSFM, CPRP

Operations Supervisor, 
Ruby Hill Southwest District, Denver Parks and Recreation

Where are you from and how did 
you end up where you are today?
I grew up in Maryland but moved to 
Colorado after high school. I have 
been in the sports turf industry for 22 
years mainly in Colorado but had a 
few jobs out of state. Family brought 
me back home again to Colorado and 
to the job I have today with Denver 
Parks and Recreation.

What attracted you to the Sports 
Turf Profession?
The profession found me as I like 
working outdoors in landscape and 
sports. It’s a great combination of the 
two areas that matter to me. I have 
been fortunate to be able to see great 
events and experience great weather 
(mostly).

What types of fields to you care for?
I oversee a sub district within the 
southwest maintenance district of 
Denver Parks. I have tier A baseball 
and Softball fields, synthetic turf 
fields, multi use fields ( Soccer, la-
crosse, and football), and general 
parks spaces covering about 200 
acres.

What do you enjoy the most about 
the Sports Turf Industry?
Other sports turf managers that are 
as passionate as I am about making 
great sporting spaces/ facilities for 
all ages to use. Most people have no 
clue the work that goes into making a 
sporting event happen and they see 
the end result of hours of hard work. 
We watch and look for areas where we 
can improve our program. The sports 
turf manager is never satisfied and is 
always looking for ways to improve 
their field/ maintenance program. 

What do you enjoy the least about 
the Sports Turf Industry?
My least favorite thing is the  “oh by 
the way….” The events that occur that 
the marketing group (of whomever) 
was afraid to let you know about, 
knowing you would have probably 
said no to hosting it. There is a false 
impression that the field can be used 
for just about anything all the time. 
Trying to convince those that the field 
needs rest is the hardest thing to get 
across. 

What is something you’ve learned 
working in Sports Turf that you 
would like to share with others? 
You do not know it all so ask a col-
league, i.e. don’t be afraid to ask. I 
learned early in my career to network 
and to learn from others. Asking for 
advice will lead to forming great 
relationships that will last your career. 
There is always someone in the indus-
try that is facing something similar 
to you and learning from them and 
sharing what you know will strength-
en the 2 parties involved. Networking 
is the strongest thing that you can do 
and starts by asking for help.

QA
MEMBER PROFILE

&
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Ryan
Newman
Director of Athletic Grounds
University of Colorado Athletics

Where are you from and how did 
you end up where you are today?
Born and raised in Sioux City, IA.  
Graduated from Iowa State University 
in 2002 where I worked for the Athlet-
ic Department as a student.  My cur-
rent supervisor is also an ISU alum and 
we worked for the same turf manager 
as students in school.  He became 
the turf manager at the University of 
Colorado after graduation and had an 
opening on his staff just before I grad-
uated.  I moved to Colorado and took 
the position as Assistant Turf Manager 
for the University of Colorado Athletic 
Department in May 2002.  I was the 
assistant for 11 years before moving 
up to the Director of Athletic Fields 
for the University of Colorado Athletic 
Department in March 2013.

What attracted you to the Sports 
Turf Profession?
I was involved in athletics as a youth 
and loved working on the baseball 
field before and after practice and 
games.  I went on to play college 
baseball where we played at a mi-
nor league stadium that had a sea-
sonal groundskeeper.  The college 
season started before the seasonal 

groundskeeper did, so I managed the 
field until he started each year.  He 
asked me if I wanted to work for him 
and I immediately fell in love with the 
day-to-day grind of grounds keeping.  

What types of fields to you care for?
We manage eight (8) facilities here at 
the University of Colorado:  football, 
soccer, track and field, tennis, and la-
crosse.  Of those facilities, we have ap-
proximately 14 acres of natural grass 
fields (7 acres USGA sand based, 7 
acres of native soil) and approximately 
seven (7) acres of synthetic turf.  We 
also manage approximately two (2) 
acres of common areas and beds.

What do you enjoy the most about 
the Sports Turf Industry?
The friendships you develop in the 
industry, being able to use others in 
similar positions as a resource to help 
you to provide the safest and most 
aesthetically pleasing fields. 

What do you enjoy the least about 
the Sports Turf Industry?
The time I miss away from my fam-
ily due to the time demands of the 
profession. 

What is something you’ve learned 
working in Sports Turf that you 
would like to share with others? 
The more proactive you can be with 
your maintenance and event prepara-
tion schedules, the more reactive you 
can be to emergencies and last min-
ute requests from coaches, adminis-
trators, and customers.  “Failure to pre-
pare is preparing to fail.”  There is no 
such thing as over planning.  I’ve also 
learned that being efficient in your 
maintenance activities enables you 
to accomplish more tasks each day/
week/month and be better prepared 
for events.  This efficiency leads to less 
hours on the job and more time spent 
outside of work.

QA
MEMBER PROFILE

&
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Annual Meeting
December 7th @ RMRTA Conference

2017 STMA 
Conference and Exhibition

Orlando, Florida  
January 24-17, 2017

WIN A TRIP TO 
ORLAND TO 
ATTEND THE 

STMA NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE

Two ways to win:

1. Attend a CSTMA event and automat-
ically be entered to win.  The more 
events you attend the greater your 
chances in winning.

2. Submit a bio of yourself and why 
you wish to attend the conference.  
Please submit to the Colorado Sports 
Turf Managers Association Executive 
Director by October 31, 2016.

Winner(s) will receive conference reg-
istration as well as travel and lodging 
accommodations.  Total number of win-
ners is based on the CSTMA Scholarship 
Program availability.  This opportunity 
is made possible by the CSTMA Vendor 
Sponsors.
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Going Green and 
Scoring Points!

www.humalfa.com
Amy Graff  303-518-8999 amy@humalfa.com

newstripe is field painting

AurorA, co | 1-800-624-6706 | www.newstripe.com

•	Built	to	handle	the	demands	of	medium		
	 to	large	size	athletic	field	complexes.

•	Rear	wheel	steering	for	tighter	turning		
	 radius	and	increased	maneuverability.

•	The	convenient	foot	operated	controls	of		
	 the	NewRiderTM 5000	provide	maximum		
	 command	of	the	airless	spray	system		
	 from	the	comfort	of	the	driver’s	seat.

•	The	innovative	lower	deck	height	design		
	 optimizes	the	operators	line	of	sight	for		
	 straighter	and	more	accurate	lines.

NewriderTM 5000 
airless ride-oN field sTriper

•	The	variable	speed	friction	drive	system		
	 allows	for	increased	operator	control		
	 making	striping	effortless.

•	The	4600™ SP comes	equipped	with	a		
	 non-pulsating	hydraulic	airless	pump	to		
	 provide	even	and	consistent	lines.

•	The	four	wheel	design	provides	straighter		
	 lines	and	the	rugged	construction	tackles		
	 the	toughest	of	fields.

•	Proudly	Made in the USA,	this	affordable		
	 self-propelled	striper	is	made	with	quality		
	 components	and	is	built	to	last.

4600TM sp self-propelled 
airless walk behiNd

•	Equipped	with	a	rapid	charge	120	volt		
	 plug	in	battery	charger.

•	On	board	clean	water	reservoir	allows		
	 for	instantaneous	purging	of	the	spraying		
	 system.

•	Detachable	spray	gun	with	10’	hose		 	
	 provides	for	effortless	painting	of	stencils		
	 and	corner	kicks.

•	Rugged	and	durable	tires	that	meet	the		
	 rigorous	demands	of	surfaces	and	turf.

ecoliNerTM plus 
baTTery powered field sTriper

•	Field	Painting	&	Striping	Machines
•	Baseball	Field	Drags	&	Infield	Groomers
•	Baseball	Field	Chalkers

•	Athletic	Field	Layout	Systems
•	Football	Field	&	Mascot	Stencils
•	Athletic	Field	Striping	Paint
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Demands on the profession continue 
to rise. Environmental regulations, 
personnel management, changing tech-
nology, resource utilization, athlete and 
fan safety …the list of areas for which 
a sports turf manager has responsibil-
ity continues to expand in complexity. 
Obviously, doing a great job at your 
sports facility is paramount to your 
career success, but it takes more than 
doing a great job to garner respect and 
recognition. Your abilities as a sports 
turf manager will form other’s opinions 
of the profession, but your personal 
professionalism speaks volumes to your 
staff, your employer, your colleagues, 
the athletes who use your fields and the 
fans. Sports turf managers should view 
the non-technical aspects of their  work 
as a critical aspect of their jobs.

Here are 10 ideas to help you gain 
recognition and bring respect to you 
personally, professionally and ultimately 
to the entire profession.

1. Do a great job. No amount of public-
ity, communication or civic goodwill 
will overcome poor job perfor-
mance.

2. Be visible and talk daily with other 
managers. Make a point of talking 
with other departments’ staff. Your 
interest and sincerity will make 
them want to be a supporter and 
promoter of you.

3. Control your reactions and watch 
your non-verbal communication. 
The champions in business are able 
to shrug off distressing situations 
and regroup emotionally – that’s one 
reason they are successful. They also 
keep in check their non-verbal body 
language and facial expressions.

4. Promote your education and train-
ing. Put your diploma, STMA 

membership certificate and plaques 
in visible areas. Talk about concepts 
and ideas you learned at the STMA 
conference and at other educational 
events when you are in meetings 
with peers and with your employer.

5. Take responsibility for your own 
mistakes and for those of your 
subordinates. Blaming others, 
even if justifiable, makes you look 
small-minded and weak. Earn a 
reputation as a “fixer” of errors, 
someone who can snap back from 
setbacks and learn from mistakes.

6. Always answer criticism in a pro-
fessional and courteous manner. 
Explain why there is a problem 
and what you plan to do about it. 
Never let it be assumed that you do 
not care. Take immediate action on 
complaints.

7. Adopt a “no surprises” philosophy. 
If there is a problem with the field, 
communicate the issue immediate-
ly and honestly to those who need 
to know, along with how you are 
addressing the  problem. Proactive 
communication, even when it is bad 

news, contributes to your stature as 
a professional.

8. Hire a top flight team and support 
continuing education for them. Your 
image is affected by the image of 
your staff. Make them aware of their 
important role in promoting profes-
sionalism in the field of sports turf 
management. This includes their at-
titudes, care of equipment and cour-
tesy to all with whom they come in 
contact with while on the job.

9. Be responsive and on-time. Return 
telephone calls and answer requests 
promptly, no matter how trivial they 
seem. Be on time for meetings. A 
reputation for always being late can 
influence people’s opinion of your 
performance.

Pay attention to the details. It’s the little 
things that can make or break you. For 
example, what does your work space say 
about you? A cluttered and dirty desk 
may make others think you don’t care 
or that you lack organization in all areas 
of your work.

Impacting An Industry
through Professionalism

Sports Turf Managers 
Association
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TEST YOUR KNOWELEDGE ANSWERS -  FROM PAGE 3

STMA 
Environmental Facility Certification Program

The Environmental Facility Certification program was designed to promote environmental stewardship and awareness for STMA 
members by documenting the impacts of their management practices on the environment. The program has four components:

1. Self Assessment tool - Gathers information on 10 different Best Practice areas. These areas include storm water management, 
fertilization, pesticide/integrated pest management, recycling, composting, mowing, energy conservation, shop buildings and 
storage areas, irrigation, and educational outreach. 

2. Attesting - One very important component of this certification process is to have another person validate your responses by 
doing a walk-through of your facility with you. STMA will provide the attester form and instructions.

3. Certification - For a facility to achieve certification, it must achieve a score of “complying”; the Environmental Committee is 
still working on determining what that  “score” is. Once achieved, the facility will be certified for a certain number of years, and 
certification stays with the facility even if the sports field manager changes. 

4. Renewal Process -- STMA Environmental Committee is still formulating this process.

STMA is piloting this program on a broad scale this year. If you are interested in participating in the pilot, please contact Kim Heck, 
kheck@stma.org. The information submitted by pilot testers will be considered an official application for environmental certifica-
tion. If your facility qualifies by meeting the yet-to-be-determined percent of Complying and the attesting component noted above, 
environmental certification will be awarded from your pilot process when this program is officially rolled out in 2016.

Answers 

1.   b. Mechanical analysis

2.   a. Late afternoon or evening

3.   b. Budget

4.   c. Use thick cut (2- inch) sod to repair

5.   b. 5 pounds of available phosphate

Environmental Facility Certification Program

STMA is officially launching its Environmental Facility Certification Program, and we invite you to partici-
pate. There is no cost to complete the assessment.

It was developed to help document the environmental stewardship of STMA members and is awarded 
to the facility. The program involves an electronic assessment, which you can take from any computer or 
smart device. Be sure to read the instructions first.

http://www.stma.org/environmental-facility-certification-program
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n Compost Blankets/Logs
n Terraseeding
n Mulch and Bark Placement
n Compost Top Dressing

Gain a competitive 

advantage with our 

cost-effective and 

time-efficient installs

Sustainability Simplified

Contact: Jordan Kamps  |  970.776.8150

970.776.8150

www.bedrockslingers.comwww.groundsolutionsco.com

NEED LANDSCAPE 
SUPPORT SERVICES?

WE DO MULCH, 
TURF AND COMPOST 

DIFFERENTLY!

No messy end dumps. We use conveyor
slinger trucks to deliver material directly 
to your project site. All inclusive service 
via material, delivery, install & clean up.

TRY OUR NEW TURF REMEDIATION
Our compost blankets provide erosion 
control, a growth medium and a soil 

amendment all inclusively at a fraction of the
cost to tear out, amend soil and replace sod. 

SPECIALIZING IN HIGH-SPEED MATERIAL PLACEMENT

GroundSolutionsFP_Layout 1  1/22/14  9:13 AM  Page 1

NEED LANDSCAPE SUPPORT SERVICES?

1.888.922.TURF  |  www.jacobsen.com

Jacobsen TR-3™ with 7 blade 
reel and grooved front rollers

The Jacobsen TR-3TM is a world-class cutting and climbing reel trim mower. It hugs contours with ease and 
provides Jacobsen’s legendary quality-of-cut on even the steepest of hills. The full-time, all-wheel drive traction, 
weight transfer control and reliable braking allow operators to mow with confi dence and tackle tough terrain. 
Designed for tee boxes, approaches and surrounds where high-level power and quality is needed.  

LEGENDARY

  

ON EVERY TERRAIN

5080 Paris Street
Denver, CO 80239
303-375-4913
www.bettermowers.com

12 Rocky Mountain Locations Providing 
All Your Landscaping Needs
www.DBCirrigation.com

Denver

5805 E 39th Ave
 Denver, CO 80207

 303-295-1777

7250 W. 116th Place

 720 881-7711

Colorado Springs

1442 Woolsey Heights
 Colorado Springs, CO 80915

 719-314-4010

Greeley

6222 W 10th Street
 Greeley, CO 80634

 970-356-7456

Highlands Ranch

3810 Norwood Dr
 Littleton, CO 80125

 303-470-3332

Longmont

51 1st Avenue
 Longmont, CO, 80501

 303-678-9929

Loveland-Fort Collins

6385 Aviation Circle
 Loveland, CO, 80538

 970-461-0600

Parker

18810 Longs Way
 Parker, CO 80134

 303-339-8400

Sheridan

1890 W. Hamilton Pl
 Sheridan, CO 80110

 303-762-9339

Wheat Ridge

12750 W. 42nd Avenue
 Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

 720-726-8750

Cheyenne, WY

501 Parsley Boulevard
 Cheyenne, WY 82007

 307-638-2300

Neumark Irrigation
Albuquerque, NM

811 Rankin Road NE
 Albuquerque, NM, 87107

 505-345-7847

Lip Removal
Laser Grading

Tilling & Tire Rolling
Edging & Realignment

Bigfootturf.com  (970) 284-6000

Bigfoot Turf’s Maintenance 
and Renovation services

deep Tine Aerating
Overseeding
Topdressing

Soil REnovation
total Sod Removal & Replacement

Players Stay in Prime Condition, 
So should your field.
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The 2016 Colorado 
Sports Turf Manag-
ers Association Board 
would like to offer you 
a new look at continu-
ing education or as-
sisting in your degree 
program to be a Sports 
Turf Manager. In years 
past only students 
were able to receive 
these benefits. Please 
look over the different 
scholarship programs 
we now offer and think 
about furthering your 
education. CSTMA is 
committed to allowing 
all Sports turf person-
nel the option to better 
themselves through 
this new program. 
Visit our website at 
www.cstma.org under 
CSTMA Resources, to 
download the applica-
tion and instructions 
to get you started down 
the path to receive one 
of these great benefits.

Two Year Horticulture Student Scholarship- $500 each  
2 Will Be Awarded
• Student must be enrolled full time at a 2 year college in Colorado
• Student must be a member of CSTMA
• Enrolled to attend classes towards a degree or certificate in a sports 

turf industry field
                
Four Year Horticulture Student Scholarship - $1,000 
2 Will Be Awarded
• Student must be enrolled full time at a 4-year college in Colorado
• Student must be a member of CSTMA
• Enrolled to attend classes towards a degree or certificate in a sports 

turf industry field
                
Employee Continuing Education Scholarship- $500 each  
4 Will Be Awarded
• Employee must be employed full time
• Employee may not be enrolled full time at a college
• Studies must be sports turf industry specific
• Employee must be a member of CSTMA in good standing 
                
CSFM Scholarship- $350 each
• Must be a STMA & CSTMA member in good standing
• Scholarship will be paid once completion of the CSFM certificate is 

provided to the board.  
• Member must work in the Sports Turf Industry
• Must apply before taking CSFM exam
                
National STMA Conference Scholarship (2016)
• Must be a CSTMA member in good standing
• Member must work in the Sports Turf Industry

2016 CSTMA Scholarships

M A N A G E R S  A S S O C I A T I O N

C O LO R A D O

SPORTS TURFSPORTS TURFSPORTS TURF
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New Pesticide Applicator Training 
Requirements

Jonathan Handy
Colorado Dept. of Agriculture

New training requirements came 
into effect on January 1 for gov-

ernment agencies applying general use 
pesticides (public applicators) and busi-
nesses applying general use pesticides 
just at their business location (limited 
commercial applicators).  Those affect-
ed include a town making applications 
at a public park or a restaurant or golf 
course making applications on site.  
The required training takes about three 
hours and can be obtained free, through 
an Internet site maintained by Colorado 
State University (CSU).  The address is 
provided at the end of this article.

The new rules are in response to a 
recommendation made last year during 
discussions between citizen and in-
dustry stakeholders and the Colorado 
Departments of Agriculture (CDA) 
and Regulatory Agencies (DORA), to 
address concerns expressed during the 
Pesticide Applicators’ Act (the Act) 
sunset review.  CDA administers the 
Act.  DORA oversees periodic reviews 
of state law intended to improve effec-
tiveness and balance necessary changes 
against regulatory burden.

A higher level of training is now 
required for non-registered limited 
commercial and non-registered public 
applicators making similar pesticide 
applications to those made by commer-
cial applicators who are held to a higher 
standard of training and knowledge.  
More training is also required for indi-
viduals making pesticide applications 
in sensitive areas such as schools and 
health care facilities.

Prior to January 1 a government agency 
or a business applying general use pes-
ticides on site might do so without any 
training requirements whatsoever, as 
long as label directions were followed.  
Now a minimum standard is in place 
which may be met a variety of approved 
ways, but most simply by completing 

a free online course administered by 
CSU.  Once completed, training is good 
for three years.

The new rules do not affect commercial 
pesticide applicators making appli-
cations for hire, or the regulation of 
restricted use pesticides (RUPs).  Regis-
tration or licensure was and is required 
for all commercial (for-hire) and RUP 
applicators.  However, as most pesti-
cides are not RUPs the new rules will 
affect many agencies and businesses.

The new rules also do not affect those 
agencies or limited commercial applica-
tors who use only GUPs, but voluntarily 
register with the CDA.  If an agency or 
business voluntarily registers, the high-
er training and knowledge standards 
must then be met.

The new regulation now requires that 
the owner or designee of a limited 
commercial applicator not registered 
with the Colorado Department of Ag-
riculture must obtain training prior to 
making certain applications.  All public 
applicator employees making GUP pes-
ticide applications must obtain training 
before making a covered application.

Covered applications include gener-
al use pesticides that are mixed and 

loaded, but not most ready-to-use 
pesticide applications such as Raid from 
an aerosol can and most anti-microbial 
pesticides such as disinfectants used 
by a janitors.  Ready-to-use pesticides 
used by unregistered applicators and 
anti-microbial pesticides are generally 
outside of the scope of the new rule, 
except when used on sensitive sites such 
as school property, at children’s day care 
facilities, hospitals and health care fa-
cilities required to obtain a license from 
the Colorado Department of Health 
and Environment.

The new requirements are in section 
35-10-109 of the Act and part 16 of the 
Rule under the Act.  Both Act and Rule 
are available from the CDA Internet 
site:

Pesticide Applicators Act 35-10, C.R.S.:  
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/ag-
main/law

Rules under the Act 8 CCR 1203-2:  
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/ag-
main/rules-regulations-1

Additional information is available from:
Jonathan Handy
Pesticide Applicator Program Coordinator
Colorado Department of Agriculture
305 Interlocken Parkway, 
Broomfield CO 80021
(303) 869-9063
jonathan.handy@state.co.us
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Macro-Sorb Technologies is committed to your success 

in turf management. We offer the highest quality 

amino acid-based products in the industry.

macrosorb.com

Advanced Amino Acid 
Nutrition

Products That Perform

Distributed by: 
Golf Enviro Systems

800-225-1311

Visit our website for more information on the technology behind 

Macro-Sorb and to view details on our full line of products.

BUILD THE FIELD OF DREAMS.
We know the game is only as good as the field it’s played on.
Centennial 
15579 E. Hinsdale Cir.
720.870.9530 

Commerce City 
4895 Olive St.
303.288.2088 
 

Colorado Springs 
2705 Capital Dr. 
719.591.9530 

 Fort Collins
900-A Smithfield Dr. 
970.416.8388 

Grand Junction 
2331 Interstate Ave. 
970.248.9530 

 

Highlands Ranch  
9105 Commerce      
 Center Circle 
303.470.3928 
 

Slide into a Ewing location near you and  
experience the Ewing advantage today.

EwingIrrigation.com/locations

Centennial 
15579 E. Hinsdale Cir.
720.870.9530 

Commerce City 
4895 Olive St.
303.288.2088 

Colorado Springs  
2705 Capital Dr. 
719.591.9530 

 Fort Collins
900-A Smithfield Dr. 
970.416.8388 

Grand Junction 
2331 Interstate Ave. 
970.248.9530 

Highlands Ranch  
9105 Commerce Ctr. Cir. 
303.470.3928 

Ewing is the largest, 100% family-owned landscape supplier in the Rocky Mountains. 

Contact us: Chad DePauw, 720.409.7021  |  Kevin Wood, 720.503.6627

Introduces
bIGFOOT tURF

Yeti Grass
High Durability

Fast rooting, sand-based sod
Excellent dark green Color

Exclusive seed blend

Bigfootturf.com
970-284-6000



Are Your Bases Covered?
Your Head Groundskeeper and crew need to negotiate rigorous – and often unpredictable – 
issues regarding the playing surface at your stadium.  

That’s where the Sports Turf Managers Association comes in. STMA members are expertly 
equipped to deal with these issues and are up-to-date on all the latest information in the 
industry. Their expertise in resource utilization, operations management, and agronomics 
allow you to protect your players on the field and reduce your expenses while doing it.

Support your grounds crew’s STMA membership for access to the latest information, 
education, and industry developments. For over 30 years, STMA members have ensured 
their fields are among the safest, most playable and most beautiful around. 

Are your bases covered? Is there an STMA member on your grounds crew?

To become a member, go online to www.stma.org 
or call 800-323-3875.

©2016 The Toro Company. All rights reserved.

MORE COMFORT. MORE POWER.  
MORE VERSATILITY. MORE CONTROL.

Simply Superior.

TORO.COM/GTX

THE NEW WORKMAN®  GTX SERIES.  
It’s simple, you need a vehicle that can adapt to the wide-ranging diversity of your 

facility. With hundreds of options, choice of gas or electric power, two or four seats 

and loads of attachment points for endless customization, the new Workman GTX 

delivers – with room left in your budget.    800-803-8676

LL Johnson Distributing Company

4700 Holly Street, Denver, CO 80216

303-320-1270     www.lljohnson.com

Workman_GTXFamily_Ad_LLJohnson_8_16.indd   1 8/22/16   9:41 AM
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